
6 Classroom demonstrations

Classroom demonstrations mentioned below

The difference between fiction and reality is that fiction has to make sense.

— Tom Clancy

The graphics files mentioned below can be found via the “Demonstrations” section at the Instructor section of
http://www.physics.upenn.edu/biophys/PMLS , if the links in this document don’t work.

#1= PDFtransform: Perform a computer demonstration of the concept of transformation of a pdf, in a nonrandom
situation. See Matlab Code PDFtransform.m and PDFtransform/PDFtransform.pdf.

#2= virusbucket: Realize the “2-bucket” model of HIV steady state with tanks of water, having two different
inflow rates and two different exit apertures. You can arrange things so that each tank has the same steady-state
level, but the difference shows up quickly when you shut off the inflows. See setup: virusbucket/virusbucket.JPG.
(Realization courtesy W Berner.)

#3= browni: For a quantitative demonstration of the law of diffusion at the single-particle level, see Newburgh et
al., “Einstein, Perrin, and the reality of atoms: 1905 revisited.” Am. J. Phys. (2006) vol. 74 (6) pp. 478-481. Also see
Pearle et al., 2010 and Catipovic et al., 2013.

#4= rchallenge: Can you really imitate random behavior? Have students enter what they think is a random,
independent sequence of 100 choices of s = 0 or 1 into a spreadsheet column, then compute the 2 × 2 matrix
P(sn|sn−1). Then repeat with a pseudorandom sequence from a computer. Generally humans will make fewer long
runs than are found in genuinely random sequences, which shows up as anticorrelation from one flip to the next, e.g.
P(headsn|headsn−1) < 0.5.
Alternatively, have students take the Random Challenge:
http://faculty.rhodes.edu/wetzel/random/mainbody.html]imagine .

Also, compute
〈
sn
〉

(compare it to 1/2) and then
〈
snsn−1

〉
(compare to

〈
sn
〉2

).
Another alternative: See the program Bernoulli from http://www.modelingreality.net/programs.html , where
users input their own “random” string of 0s and 1s and then compare it to one generated with a random number
generator.

#5= medicalTest: medicalTest/medicalTest.pdf: Two ways to state a routine problem in medical diagnostics.
The usual statement is almost impossible for actual doctors to understand correctly. The alternate statement, while
mathematically equivalent, is much easier to grasp. You could use these two slides to repeat the experiment with
your own students. [Data from pp. 104–111 of G Gigerenzer, Calculated risks: How to know when numbers deceive
you (New York, Simon and Schuster, 2002).]

#6= quincunx: Francis Galton’s “Quincunx” (Galton board): Make one or see
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUSKTk9ENzg .

#7= secretMessage: When you introduce fluorescence microscopy: Begin with lots of writing on the chalkboard,
maybe left over from the previous class. Add a secret message made up of small marks, using fluorescent chalk. Before
class begins, turn on a black light. Talk for a while. Point out to the students that they have been looking at a secret
message all this time and not seeing it, because of distractions. Then turn out all room lights. Without having to
touch the chalk board, suddenly now the secret message (signal) stands out against the rest (background).
Then maybe watch movies http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/307/5717/1962/DC1 .

#8= superres: See Rueckner and Papaliolios. How to beat the Rayleigh resolution limit: A lecture demonstration.
Am. J. Phys. (2002) vol. 70 (6) pp. 587-594.

#9= myoVdemo: Attach a light to your hip; your knee; your ankle. Turn out the lights and walk across the room
taking 1-m steps.

#10= toggle: Show a real-world example of a mechanical toggle. Here is an easily obtainable example:
toggle/toggleOverview.jpg; toggle/genericStateToggle.jpg; toggle/stableDownToggle.jpg;

http://www.physics.upenn.edu/biophys/PMLS
http://www.physics.upenn.edu/biophys/PMLS/Demos/PDFtransform/PDFtransform.pdf
http://www.physics.upenn.edu/biophys/PMLS/Demos/virusbucket/virusbucket.JPG
http://faculty.rhodes.edu/wetzel/random/mainbody.html
http://www.modelingreality.net/programs.html
http://www.physics.upenn.edu/biophys/PMLS/Demos/medicalTest/medicalTest.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUSKTk9ENzg
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/307/5717/1962/DC1
http://www.physics.upenn.edu/biophys/PMLS/Demos/toggle/toggleOverview.jpg
http://www.physics.upenn.edu/biophys/PMLS/Demos/toggle/genericStateToggle.jpg
http://www.physics.upenn.edu/biophys/PMLS/Demos/toggle/stableDownToggle.jpg
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toggle/stableUpToggle.jpg; toggle/unstableFixedPointToggle.jpg (Realization courtesy W Berner.)

#11= bifurcation: The “Edmund jumping disk” is a simple object with an alarming, and memorable, bifurcation.
You may be able to get them here:
http://www.jumpingdisc.com/Jumping Disc/Welcome.html.

#12= relaxationOsc: Build the device in Figure 11.4. Water is nice but messy; Media 17 shows an implementation
with small beads as the ‘fluid.’ The toggle element is provided by small magnets in the bottom of each bucket,
attracting small magnets attached to the floor of the apparatus. (Realization courtesy W Berner.)

© 2015 Philip C. Nelson
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